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ABSTRACT— The arrival of cloud computing the new pattern for data outsourcing and high quality data service is great 
flexibility and economic saving. However fear about the sensitive information on cloud to be protecting the data privacy 
problems sensitive information has to be encrypted before outsourcing, which creates the effective data utilization services 
a very big challenging task. Symmetric Searchable Encryption (SSE) technique allows to retrieval of encrypted data on 
cloud, but it leaks the data privacy. Secure server –side ranking based on the order-preserving Encryption (OPE) it include 
the similarity relevance and robustness. But OPE also unavoidable of data privacy. To eliminate server side ranking 
introduce the Two-Round Searchable Encryption (TRSE) it include the vector space model and homomorphic encryption. 
Vector space model used for user retrieve file accurately and homomorphic encryption used for ranking involve in the user 
side it done by server side operation on cipher text. The TRSE also leakage the privacy and it generated the small number 
of keys so unauthorized user easily hack the sensitive information so to avoid this problem propose the blowfish algorithm 
it generate the large number keys. We propose scheme is high security guarantee and more efficiently retrieve the over 
encrypted data. 
 
KEYWORDS— Cloud computing, Data privacy, Relevance scoring, Homomorphic encryption, Vector space model, 
Blow fish algorithm. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is an large-scale distributed computing paradigm driven by reconfigurable computing resources can be 
rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort in the data centers[1].Increasing the outsourcing data 
user continuously presented sensitive information like government records, personal health records and photos etc., So 
data privacy[6] and data loss will be increase. When users outsource their private onto cloud, the cloud service provider 
able to monitor the communication between the users and cloud at will trust or untrusted. The cloud server leaks the data 
information to unauthorized users or even be hacked. To assure the secrecy, users usually encrypting the data before 
Outsourcing it onto cloud; it brings the adult challenges to effective data utilization. Data owners also share their data to 
outsource cloud with a number of users, who might want to retrieve the files in a given during session. Keyword based 
retrieval is an most popular method for searching the plaintext scenario, which users to retrieve relevant files based on 
keywords, but it is very difficult to retrieve the files in cipher text. Improve the efficiency and feasibility of cloud paradigm 
introduces the relevant result files, which indicates the files should be ranked in order to relevance by users’ interest and 
highest relevance send to the users. 
 Searchable Symmetric Encryption (SSE)[22],[23] method is used for retrieve the file in encrypted data to enable search 
on cipher text. It support only Boolean-keyword search, it performing the AND,OR and NOT operations. In this search 
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method retrieve only limited number of files and also it leaks the privacy of keywords. To improve the search 
efficiency[9],[10],[24] introducing the server-side ranking based on the Order Preserving Encryption (OPE) to develop a 
one-to-many order mapping technique to protect that sensitive weight information, while providing the efficient ranked 
search functionalities. Order preserving encryption is that fixing the range size requires pre-knowledge on the duplicates 
among all the plaintexts. However, such extra sensitive information to be leakage. To improve security without sacrificing 
efficiency, that support top-k single keyword retrieval. To find the optimal and relevant set of k documents from a 
collection of documents based on the user’s query. Single keyword top-k in this method retrieve only limited number of 
documents based on user query. So this is not suitable for pay-as-pay cloud environment.[25],[26] 
 Introduce the multi keyword top-k retrieval method over encrypted cloud data, thus how to make the cloud do most 
work during the procedure of retrieval without leakage of information. The concepts of resemblance relevance and scheme 
robustness to formulate the privacy issues in searchable encryption and avoid the security problem. The Two round 
searchable encryption (TRSE), which fulfills the secure multi keyword top-k retrieval over encrypted data.  

 
II. DESIGN GOALS 

2.1 Scenario 
 Cloud computing system hosting data service, Fig.2.1 which three different entities involved Cloud server, Data users 
and Data owner. Cloud server legion third party data storage and retrieve services. The data may be containing sensitive 
information; the cloud server cannot fully trustworthy for protecting the data. So all the outsource files must be encrypted. 
 Data owner has a collection of files C= { f1,f2,f3..fn} before outsource onto the cloud server all files to be encrypted 
format and anticipate the cloud server to provide the  keywords both data users and data owner. The data owner make a 
searchable index  I from collective keywords W={w1,w2,w3..wn} and also both encrypted searchable index I’ and encrypted 
files onto cloud server. 
 A data user is an authorized user to retrieve the using multi keyword. Data user generating the query 
REQ={(w’1,w’2,..w’s)|w’i € W,1≤ i ≤ s ≤ l}.For privacy concern data user concealed into query. Data user encrypt the 
query send it to the cloud server .The cloud server return to the relevant files afterwards the data user decrypts the files. 
 

 
                  Fig 2.1: Scenario retrieval of encrypted cloud data. 
 
2.2 Relevance Scoring 
 Scoring is a natural way to weighting the relevance, it is used for the multi keyword in the search query and returns 
documents in the order of their relevancy with queried keywords. Based on the relevance score files can be stored in either 
ascending or descending order. 
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 Many models to be developed to score and rank files in IR Community. Relevance score using one of the most term is 
tf-idf , it involves the two entities like term frequency and inverse document  frequency. Term frequency (tft,f) is counts 
the number of times each term occurs in each document i.e., term t in file f. Document frequency(dft) refers the number of 
files that contain term t. Inverse document frequency(idft) refers to the eliminate the term which is frequently in the 
document set idft=log N/dft where N denotes the total number of files and dft  document frequency assign the term t. The 
Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) factor, the weights of terms that occur very oftentimes in the collection of files and 
weights of term is increased. 
2.3 Vector space model 
 The tf-idf is used for top-k single keyword retrieval method, but vector space model is used for to retrieve the multi 
keyword. Vector space model[19] or term model is an algebraic model for representing text documents as vectors of 
identifiers such as e.g index terms. In this vector space model each dimensions to a separate term. i.e. Term occurs in file 
means vector value is zero, otherwise non zero. It allows the similarity between the files and quires and it ranking files 
according to similarity relevance. Score file f on query is inner product of two vectors given score files 
are ranked in order most relevant files to be found. 
 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 

Cloud server work may be considered as an “honest-but-curious” model i.e server learns the additional information 
about the data. 
3.1 Statistic Leakage 
 All data files, indexes are in encrypted form before outsourcing onto cloud computing, but cloud server may learn the 
additional sensitive information through the statistical analysis. This is refers to the statistical leakage. This leakage 
occurs two possible ways: term distribution and inter distribution. Term distribution refers to the term t is t’s score of each 
file i(i€c). Inter distribution is a file f is file f’s frequency distribution of each term j(j€f).The statistical leakage over an 
access pattern and search pattern. 
 Distribution of information occur the similarity between the files or terms. For example user request a query “United” 
means the cloud server learn the co-occur of similar word is “States”. This ways cloud server possible to learn the 
sensitive information. 
 3.2 K-similarity relevance 
 In order preserving encryption technique[9],[10] to maintain the server side ranking to use for retrieve the relevant files 
based on query. In that server side ranking method leaks the information. To avoid the leakage problem propose the k-
similarity relevance. 

k-similarity relevance the capacity of a search engine or function to retrieval the being similar to a appropriate to a 
user’s needs. In these method based on the two terms: file sequence (FS) and term sequence (TS).  

Definition 3.2.1:- File sequence(FS) is refers to the finite collection of files, usually related to each other. We denote the 
term vector tvi  ={d 1d2..dn}  with score in non-decreasing order. 

Definition 3.2.2:- Term sequence (TS) is a sequence of terms induced by sorting the file vector fvi = {t1t2 ..tn} with 
score in non-decreasing order. 

 For example file set 48,800files from the National science foundation (NSF) according to  the statistic data in which 
term in non-decreasing order i.e. 160th term is “resource”  FS length is 8703 the resource contain the 8703 files. The 
similarity relevance may be does not hidden the which term is most relevant to other term. Order-preserving similarity 
one-to-many mapping is still exposed. For this reason ranking can be entirely left to be cloud server. The term “resource” 
is the most relevant term with “resources” in the term by k=0.885 before one-to-many OPM, as shown Table.1 

 
Term Len K Len’ K’ 
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Directorate 264 0.023 264 0.283 
Education 4826 0.544 3573 0.403 
Human 7648 0.885 7647 0.885 
Provide 1014 0.098 1014 0.098 
Sciences 2480 0.226 2480 0.226 

TABLE 1 Similarity relevance with” resources” before and after OPM. 
3.3 Disadvantage of Existing System 
 1. Searchable Symmetric Encryption (SSE) to support only Boolean keyword search to retrieve the data does not 

satisfy the user and also leaks the privacy. 
 2. Order preserving Encryption (OPE) is based on the server-side ranking it violates the privacy, leaks the sensitive 

information i.e security cannot tradeoff efficiency. 
 3. OPE ranked search is a maximum communication and increase the computation overhead in server side. 

 
IV. TWO ROUND SEARCHABLE ENCRYPTION WITH BLOWFISH ALGORITHM (TRSE) 

 
 We propose a new technique for searchable encryption scheme, IR community including the homomorphic 

encryption and vector space model. Data owner encrypt the searchable index using the homomorphic encryption. When 
data user giving request to the cloud server, it calculates scoring relevance files based on the user query. Cloud server 
returns to encrypted scoring files to the user. Data user securely decrypts the scoring files and takes most top-k identifiers. 
TRSE takes the two-round communication between data user side and cloud server. 
4.1 Homomorphic encryption scheme 
  Homomorphic encryption [19] allows some specific types of operation carried out by cipher text. In this 
Homomorphic encryption to be computation on cipher text without anything knowing about the plain text. These 
encryptions apply the vector space model to retrieval top-k only operation done on addition and to compute from relevance 
score from encrypted searchable index. 
 A cryptosystem which supports the both addition and multiplication is refers to the fully homomorphic encryption. The 
being of an effective and fully homomorphic cryptosystem would have great practical significance in the outsourcing of 
private computations, in the circumstance of cloud computing. In this fully homomorphic encryption is used to calculate 
the over integers like Greatest Common Divisor (GCD) [11],[14] is providing the high security that is the list of integers 
l={ I1,I2…I n}  is used for multiplex the hidden integers j to find the hidden integers j. The encryption scheme can be 
denoting as: C=pq+2r+m, where p is an private key, q denotes the multiple parameters and r denotes the against brute 
force attack. pq+r is an public key. 
 The fully homomorphic encryptions have the following properties: 
 1 .keyGen(λ) 
 2. Encrypt (PK,m) 
 3. Evaluate (C1,C2,..Cn) 
 4. Decrypt(p,x) 
KeyGen (λ): The private (secret) key SK is an odd n-bit number selected from the randomly in the interval of [2n-1, 
2n].The public key PK is used for encryption the selected in the interval of {K0,K 1,…KT}. 
Encrypt (PK,m): Randomly choose a number R€ {1,2…T}  and return the cipher text c=m+xr’+∑ i€R 

k
i. 

Evaluate (C1,C2,..Cn): Perform the binary addition and multiplication to get the t cipher text Ci and done all operations 
return the result of integer X. 
Decrypt (p,X) : The output of the m’=(x mod p) mod x. 
4.2 Design of TRSE 
 The TRSE is a two phases: Initialization and Retrieval phase. 
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4.2.1 Initialization phase:   
 It includes two stages like setup and buildIndex. Setup stage is used for secure and authenticated data user to enter the 
cloud server. BuildIndex is used for to compute the operation involve in the plain text to calculate the score relevance. 
 Setup (λ): In this phase data owner generate the private or secret for using KeyGen(λ). In this stage easily identify the 
data user authorized or not. 
 BuildIndex (C,PK): In this Phase to build the searchable index I from collection of files C. Data owner to concern the 
security to encrypt the Searchable Index using the public Key(PK) to buildIndex like I’  
 1.Data owner generate the SK or PK is used for the access the authorized data user. Data owner matching the their Sk  
and data user Sk. 
 2. Data owner select the keywords W={w1,w2,…wn} from collection of files like C={f1,f2,…fn} using the Term 
frequency and Inverse document frequency. Using Vector space model to calculate the score relevance of each file based 
on the data user query. Searchable index like I={vi|1< I <n } 
 3. Data owner encrypts the searchable index using the Pk to build the secure searchable index like I’={vi’| 1< I < N}. 
 4 .Next step to outsourced the both encrypted files and encrypted searchable index I’ to the cloud server. 
4.2.2 Retrieval phase 
 In this retrieval phase is used for data user to retrieval the documents based on the user query from cloud server. It 
includes the three stages like TrapdoorGen, ScoreCalculate and Rank, in this stage involve only data user and cloud 
server. 
 TrapdoorGen (REQ, PK): Data user to build the secure trapdoor from his request REQ. The vector Tw is extract from 
multikeyword the user request REQ. Data user encrypts the trapdoor using the public key(PK) to build the secure trapdoor 
like Tw’. 
 ScoreCalculate (Tw ‘,I’): When  cloud server receives user query , calculate the relevance score based on the Tw’ from 
the searchable index I’ and cloud server returns the encrypted relevance files based on the REQ returns to the user. 
 Rank (SK,K) : Data user decrypts the top –k vector files using their secret key (SK). 
The retrieval phase following steps: 
 1.Data user generates the collection of keywords  REQ={W1’,W2’,…Wn’} and the query vector Tw={m1,m2…mn} is 
mi=1(1< I < l ) if ti € REQ or mi =0.After encrypts the trapdoor using the public key Tw’ to the cloud server. 
 2. For each request the cloud server to calculate the file vector the inner product pj ‘ = v’j[1: l] and cloud server returns 
the data user. 
 3. Data user decrypts the score files using the SK.Then TOPKSELECT algorithm is involved the top-k highest scoring 
files identifiers. 
 4. The cloud server returns the encrypted files to the data user. 
 The TOPKSELECT algorithm 1 to be reduced the O (n log k). The INSERT algorithm 2 used to the inserting the 
keywords to the index. 
ALGORITHM 1 TOPKSELECT (source,k) 
INPUT: 
 List source to be selected 
 Number k 
INITIALIZATION: 
 Set topk Ф; topkid Ф; 
ITERATION: 
 1. for all item € source do 
 2.  INSERT(topk,(item, itemindex)) 
 3.end for 
 4. for all tuple € topk do 
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 5.    topkid.append(tuple[1]) 
 6. end for 
OUTPUT: 
 Topkid 
ALGORITHM 2 INSERT(topk,(item,itemidex)) 
INPUT: 
 List topk to store the top-k scoring item 
 Tuple (item,itemindex) 
ITERATION: 
 1. If len (top-k) < k then 
 2. insert (item, itemindex) into topk in nondecreasing 
      order of item 
 3.else 
 4. for all element € topk do 
 5.   if item < element [0] then 
 6.  continue 
 7.    else 
 8.   discard topk[0], insert (item,itemindex) into 
          topk in nondecreasing order of  item 
 9.     end if 
 10. end for 
 11.end if  
 
4.3 Blow fish Algorithm 
 Blowfish is a variable –length key 64-bit block cipher. This algorithm consists of two parts: a key expansion and a data 
encryption part. Key expansion converts a variable length key of at most 56 bytes into several sub keys totally 4168 keys. 
Data encryption occurs via 16-round, each round considers the key dependent permutation and key-dependent of 
substitution and four index data lookups per round.  
THE SUB KEYS ARE CALCULATED USING THE BLOWFISH ALGORITHM:- 
  1. To set the P-array and then four S-boxes, in order, with a fixed string. This string comprise of the hexadecimal 
digits of pi . 

 2. Again cycle through the key bits upto the whole P-array has been XOR with key bits.  
     3. encrypted the all-zero string combining of Blowfish algorithm, using the sub keys followed by steps (1) and (2).   
     4. Replace P1 and P2 value with the output of step (3).   
     5. Encrypt the output of step (3) using the Blowfish algorithm with change the sub keys.            

6. Replace P3 and P4 with the output of step (5).         
7. Repeating the process, replacing all values of the P- array, and then all four S-boxes, with the output of the 
continuously-changing Blowfish algorithm. 
 

V. SECURITY AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF TRSE WITH BLOWFISH ALGORITHM 
 

5.1 security analysis of TRSE with blow fish algorithm:- 
  Our proposed scheme is high security it satisfy the all requirements. In this TRSE scheme do not leakage the 
information. The cloud server does not learn anything about the user query. Similarly cloud servers do not learn anything 
about the access pattern, search pattern, similarity relevance. 
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 The first three steps do not leakage any information. The first is considered the search pattern and access pattern. For 
example two queries access the same query REQ1 and REQ2 n1i=n2i=1 in the vector trapdoor Tw1=Tw2. After that the two 
different query encrypted two different format using the SK. like Encrypt (n1i,R1i) and Encrypt(n2i, R2i). The cloud server 
do not leaning the keywords of the two queries. In this scheme hidden the access pattern and search pattern. 
 The second step is using the homomorphic encryption scheme encrypt the searchable index to randomly selected PK.. 
The cloud servers do not the TF and IDF. So interterm distribution and inter distribution is secure. 
 The third step is random mapping order of the related terms like the Frequency Sequence (FS) like the two words 
randomly distributed. For example “resources” term the co-ordinate with many terms like “data”, “directorate” after 
FHEI. The existing system “resource” term only related with “human” so easily cloud server learn the term. But TRSE 
many word related to the term so cloud server does not learn the user keyword easily Table 2. Shows the term “resources” 
related with many other terms after FHEI. 
 

Term Len K Len’ K’ 
Directorate 264 0.0223 3248 0.283 
Education 4826 0.544 6273 0.707 
Human 7648 0.885 711 0.082 
Provide 1014 0.098 1132 0.109 
Sciences 2480 0.226 45 0.004 

 
TABLE 2 Similarity relevance with “resource” before and after FHEI 

Consist of a variable number of iterations. For action of a small key size, it is possible to decrease the number of steps 
with no loss of security. Use sub keys that are pre computation and one-way hash of the key. This allows the use of 
extended phrases for the key without sacrificing security. Blowfish, it is a variable-length key block cipher. It is only 
suited for applications where the key does not change repeat, like a communicating link or an self-regulating files to be 
encrypted.   

5.2 Performance analysis of TRSE with blowfish Algorithm 
 The performance analysis of TRSE is very efficient to the retrieve the data .The initialization phase Setup Stage and 
BuildIndex stage is very efficient. The set up stage complexity is O(λ10). The BuildIndex phase to be encrypted the 
searchable index I’. In this encrypted index I’ is increasing the search efficiency. 
 The retrieval phase of efficiency also increasing in the stage of TrapdoorGen, ScoreCalculate, Rank. The TrapdoorGen 
stage subdivided into two like ResultDecrypt and Topk. The TrapdoorGen to reduce the burden of the user side. To build 
the complexity of the TrapdoorGen of O(l) for multi keyword retrieval. For example, it costs 88 ms to generate a trapdoor 
over a file set containing 4,000 different keywords with TRSE, while the SSE scheme needs 223 ms to do the same work. 
The Score Calculate Stage also the cloud server calculates the inner product of the keyword for each row. The complexity 
of the this O(nl).The Rank stage is also performance is good compare to the previous SSE technique. 

Blowfish algorithm is an 16  block encryption algorithm that not ever has  been broken. The most effective way to break 
Blowfish is through complete search of the key space. It has been persistence tested and found to be very secure. It is 
highly fast due to its fetching advantage of built-in instructions on the current microprocessors for basic bit shambling 
operations. 
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VI. RELATED WORK 
 

 The searchable encryption scheme [8],[22],[23] focusing on security definitions and encryption , these support the 
Boolean keyword search retrieval without ranking. The create privacy-preserving top-k retrieval, including the secure 
index and with ranking on the OPE [10]. The proposed scheme top-k retrieval satisfies the security and efficiency. 
 Considering the more number of data users and documents in the cloud, it allows the multi keywords to retrieval the 
data. It supports the homomorphic encryption [26] technique to check the user query. Thus the SSE and OPE encryption 
technique to be fail retrieve the documents over encrypted cloud data. 
 
 
 
 

VII. CONCLUSION 
 

 In this paper to solve the problem of security in the top-k multi keyword retrieval over encrypted cloud data. In that the 
existing system of SSE and OPE leaks the sensitive information of data. The TRSE scheme support the server side 
searchable index and support the homomorphic encryption scheme. It satisfies the security and efficiency of the encrypted 
cloud data. Our future is increasing the security of the server side to introduce the JAR techniques and reduced encrypted 
data storage on cloud computing. According to the efficiency evaluation of the proposed scheme over a real data set, 
extensive experimental results demonstrate that our scheme ensures practical efficiency. 
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